
Project „I‘AM“

Internet Access Management

Customized Public Wifi for your branch



In the beginning you have a good internet connection in the location.
A lot of di�erent people want to use it in di�erent situations:
Crew for company work or private use,
Customers for any purposes,
Service people …

You may want to en- or disable their access, want to limit the data volume, or
want to keep control about the tra�c.
Since you are the person in charge and have to pay for the volume consumption.

This is what you can expect:

Monitoring and regulation of the data flow between your locations and the internet:
• a clear view on the spreading of the company limit into your locations
• a differentiation of the traffic type (SAT/Wifi...)
• traffic regulation on user level
• traffic count on user/login/ip address level
• different pools with special parameters: Company/ Crew/ Customer
• free/ accounted traffic  
• internet traffic (MB) sales function



How does it works:

You start your device and open the Web browser.

The first you see is the appearing login screen.

The identification is  your crew number, booking code, user code  – depending only 
on the entry in the  database.

After the successful login the firewall opens the access to the internet.
You  will recognize the welcome page, information of your already used MB and your 
Limit.

Up to now a volume quota is implemented. You have free or bought MB.
A Time Limit is also included.

The HTTP traffic is routed to an transparent proxy, other traffic is directly sent to the 
internet.

The name field helps to identify transactions inside group bookings.
(They may have only one booking number, but different names and IP addresses)

Central management:

You can define a free MB amount for a user type or free data way (Wifi/SAT/cable).
After crossing the limit or other parameters you want to define, the internet access is 
closed and the user gets back to the login screen.
Now you have the opportunity to buy a voucher with a new login code between, for 
example, 50 up to 500 MB.
All locations can run the system autonomously !

The Master
Central management with unlimited regulation possibilities on locations and 
accounts level.

The Location
Location management with unlimited regulation possibilities on locations and 
accounts and login level.

Master and Locations exchange their traffic/account/login data in a short space of 
time (approximately 3 min).
The system health is checked by a guard program. In case of upcoming problems we 
will send mails or set alarms in your network watch application (i.e. nagios) .

The Master
Central management with 
unlimited regulation possibilities 
on locations and accounts level.

The Location
Location management with 
unlimited regulation possibilities 
on locations and accounts level 
and login level.



Administration (Frontend):
 
Traffic view fleet
- fleet traffic for each location and aggregated records i.e. Ship S1...S6  SAT/ Wifi/ Mobil.
- data -  delivered from provider
- data - collected from your hardware
- define free or accounted traffic ways
- data reset countdown (set traffic to zero, backup DB, do some data reorg)

User Accounts
- define account types: Crew/ Customer/ Job ...
- data import from your Booking/Crew system
- define special Limits (MB)  
- expire date is variable: i.e. data import 2 days, Crew: last login + 3 month ...it's up to you  

Voucher / Coupons 
- create and print Voucher/ Coupon for extra Internet access
- monitoring of sales

Logins
- active logins are taken from the firewall („real world“)
- display of actual traffic / limit / %
- different logins are presented for the same user account (i.e. family uses the same 
  account / group bookings)
- close logins, force logout, see the status
 



Operator/ Settings menu
- check the Internet Connectivity
- set color and language
- manage staff access to the IAM

Internet Log
- depending on your privacy policies: you can monitor the WWW actions.

Reset and DB Reorganization:
- setting counters and cleanup database depending on your requirements
- data aggregation
- sending log files from the locations to the master system

Layout and Design
The complete Application is based on Table Views and Responsive Design, so you can 
watch it on every device.
Your Corporate Identity can be implemented in the Application (e.g. colours and fonts)
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